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FIRST CONTRACT
A series of 9 colour photos
2010 | each 77 x 70 cm (before framing)

Plaza of Nations, Vancouver (looking east)
49° 16' 30'' N
123° 06' 31'' W
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Yaletown, Vancouver (looking south)
49° 16' 22'' N
123° 07' 11'' W

Burrard Street Bridge. Vancouver (looking north)
49° 16' 29'' N
123° 08' 22'' W
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Kitsilano Beach, Vancouver (looking north)
49° 16' 25'' N
123° 09' 21'' W

Stanley Park, Vancouver (looking north)
49° 18' 27'' N
123° 08' 25'' W
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Haro Street, Vancouver (looking north-west)
49° 17' 34'' N
123° 08' 25'' W

Deadman’s Island, Vancouver (looking south)
49° 17' 52'' N
123° 56' 33'' W
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Nanaimo Station
49° 09' 50'' N
123° 56' 34'' W

Austro-Czech border
49° 00' 00'' N
15° 00' 00'' E
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FIRST CONTRACT
Landed Immigrants
To talk about land is also to talk about place and one’s relationship to it. I
like to think of the series as having its origins in a drive northwards along
an island road lined with trees and pleasantly exotic-looking but
unattractively scented skunk cabbage. Every now and then I caught sight of
a plastic ribbon tied to a shrub, a low branch or even, at times, closer to
towns, to a white post driven into the earth. Sometimes these ribbons
fluttered in the breeze, mostly they lay inert on the ground, forming loopy
hieroglyphs on the land, shouting their presence in fluorescent shades of
red, green and yellow. It turned out that the process of putting them there
was called flagging and, although they were frequently used as trail markers,
they were more often indicative of territorial boundaries — the edges of
individual plots of land, the border between one timber licence areas and
another but also smaller work zone markers: cut this area, leave this area
alone. Flagging language is somewhat limited, misunderstandings occur,
and sometimes the wrong trees fall. Deeper into the forest, away from the
surfaced road and well-trodden paths, they seem even more artificial —
gnomic interrogation marks in the surrounding landscape, minimal
sculptures of possession deriving their validity from a purely abstract,
intellectual system imposed on, but not of, the land.
Defining the territory
However, since the island we were driving across was Vancouver Island,
British Columbia, Canada, there is one sense in which the ground here is
not as solid as it looks. As in the rest of the northern part of the continent,
it was, and often still is, contested territory, land taken away from its
original inhabitants—the First Nations, Native Americans—in a concerted,
often aggressive and, mainly south of the border, frequently genocidal
campaign of colonial appropriation. The visible ambiguities of this ongoing dilemma is also the territory where, in British Columbia, the past is
being partially renegotiated as present-day First Nations fight “land claims”
through the courts of Canada and pursue them in other forums of
mediation and dialogue too. The issues that are alive and volatile here seem
to encapsulate the exploitative essence of the colonial system which
“legally” transferred all the land to the Crown or republic, as the case may
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be, which in turn made it available for re-distribution amongst European
settlers. Although this particular trick was not performed here by the simple
exercise of military coercion—merely with the use of “exemplary warnings”
and continuous threat of it—it did require some rituals of ‘rational’
jurisprudential magic which some have called a “policy of administrative
genocide”.

Shifting Sands
The spell that was cast institutionalised racism by declaring that those who
already inhabited and used the land were “savages” although this
ascription contradicted the experiences of the first white immigrants who
came to trade in furs, not least of whom was James Douglas, Chief Factor
of the Hudson’s Bay Company and later first Governor of the Colony of
Vancouver Island. He himself was of mixed blood and his wife was one half
Cree. There was thus a very present awareness of having been integrated
into, and being mutually dependent on, local society. Fur traders were even
encouraged by the Hudson’s Bay Company to marry local wives as the only
reliable means of establishing stable trading relationships. So it required
time and energy to replace this on-the-ground reality of reciprocity with
the appropriate colonial fiction of European superiority. The moral
dilemma here had been recognised right from the beginning of North
American colonisation. On the one hand early colonists such as Robert
Gray of Virginia (A Good Speed to Virginia) were clear that the land was
the “rightful inheritance” of the “savages” who used it. On the other hand,
since they were “brutish savages” they really had no interest in the land
“because they participate rather of the nature of beasts than men.” For the
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majority of those who began to arrive in the mid-19th century, the lure of
gold and “free land” was stronger than any moral qualms about who may
have had prior claims.

The conflation of racism and self-interest is not something that appeared
overnight but represents a strain of Western political and jurisprudential
thought that can be traced at least as far back as the sixteenth century, to
Thomas More’s Utopia, for example. He held that unused land might be
appropriated by someone with a will to cultivate it. In the seventeenth
century John Locke, apart from asserting that “government has no other
end but the preservation of property” also thought that agriculturalists were
justified in displacing hunters (an issue relevant in the Whig-sponsored
wave of commons enclosures taking place in England). In addition, since
Locke also invested in the slave trade, his principled ideas about the need
for government only with the consent of ‘those governed’ clearly relies on a
highly selective category. Half a century after Locke’s death, Emmerich de
Vattel (The Law of Nations) was clear about the duty to cultivate:
There are others, who, to avoid labour, choose to live only by
hunting, and their flocks. This might, doubtless, be allowed
in the first ages of the world, when the earth, without
cultivation, produced more than was sufficient to feed its
small number of inhabitants. But at present, when the
human race is so greatly multiplied, it could not subsist if all
nations were disposed to live in that manner. Those who still
pursue this idle mode of life, usurp more extensive territories
than, with a reasonable share of labour, they would have
occasion for, and have, therefore, no reason to complain, if
other nations, more industrious and too closely confined,
come to take possession of a part of those lands.
So a divisive vocabulary was applied to aboriginal peoples, one which
included hierarchical labelling such as

“uncivilized”, “superstitious”,

“immoral”, “belligerent”, and so on. At the same time as denigrating the
people and their alleged lack of culture, the strategy of invalidating their
relationship to the land was further refined. This might be called the
rational veil trick. In the main, First Nations peoples were primarily
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hunters and gatherers—although those who came for furs learned to respect
their manipulation of the mercantile principles of trading and the market
economy—and had no concept of land ownership per se, only a tradition of
use rights e.g. fishing rights at a particular place. At heart it was a
relationship of stewardship of the land and its resources (though those who
were prepared to hunt beaver to depletion were not absent). For the
incoming settlers (who were not over-concerned with political philosophy
discourse) this use of the land—winter villages, summer camps (lack of a
permanent settlement)—could easily be deemed “irrational” since it
produced no surplus value and, incidentally, took up a lot of space. The “lot
of space” was deemed “unused” land, wilderness, a word derived from
English signifying land which is inhabited only by wild animals. Further
indicators of the inability to use land rationally were to be found in the fact
that the small plots which were cultivated were not fenced off and, even
more significant for those of an English background, there were no enclosed
gardens.

The increase in the number of settlers, and the proportional (and actual)
decrease in the numbers of First Nations, enabled legislation to be passed
which progressively reduced the size of reserve lands. In denying the First
Nations the franchise, political representation was excluded, as was the
right to legal representation in
questions relating to land. This also
meant that, although lip service
was paid to the idea of involving
the First Nations in farming, that
course would have put them in
direct competition with immigrant
settlers. So of course the land
assigned to them need not be of the
best quality. The more ‘modest’ aim was to force those who did not die
off into the settler economy—as labourers in farming, the timber industry
and canneries—so it went almost without saying that they would not need
as much land per head as a white settler who was expected to support his
family, selling surplus crops or livestock on the free market.

Indeed,

Edward Wakefield, one of the influential framers of British colonial policy
was convinced that the system could be calibrated in such a way that the
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colonial entrepreneur would have all the relatively cheap labour he needed
(indigenous and settler) and that the European immigrant labourer would,
in time, become a property owner. The policy held out another attraction:
the mother country could rid itself of its so-called surplus population. One
consequence of this land theft on a grand scale was that a system had to be
implemented that gave settlers the security of title they demanded. This
made “land surveying, in one sense, into the oldest European profession in
British Columbia”, (Katherine Gordon)—a questionable honour considering
the profession normally awarded that distinction—though the Indians who
had their land triangulated might be well be forgiven for regarding it more
as surveillance than simple surveying.

The centrality of the issue can also be seen in the USA where, just two years
after signing the Treaty of Paris establishing the independence of the
thirteen states, Congress enacted the Land Ordinance (1785)—pre-dating
the constitution by two years—establishing the system of land measurement
and registration that would remain in force until the Homestead Act in the
second half of the nineteenth century.
The reason for the haste was that
Congress had no power to tax—
either states or individuals—and,
faced

with

a

population

distrustful of central government,
selling Indian lands was one of
the few sources of revenue.

The act established divisions of 36 square miles (approximately 100 square
kilometres), subdivided into sections of one square mile (640 acres/259
hectares). This jurisdiction over the disposal of land also meant that
Congress was able to reward soldiers who had served in the war—1100 acres
or a major general, 100 acres for a foot soldier—when it had no money to
pay them. The ordinance was not, however, a settlers’ act. Its structure
favoured syndicates of land speculators and the rich by selling only whole
sections (a minimum of 640 acres at a dollar an acre) and refusing small
scale credit. It would take until 1862 and the Homestead Act before the
government sold directly to settlers at prices they might be able to pay, and
by the time that act was passed, the Civil War was already underway.
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A Real Estate
Historically, accurate surveying required precise measurement over long
distances. Incontestable borders to plots of land requires surveying on a
large scale using triangulation. Starting from a position that is known, line
of sight measurement of angles is made to two other points (mountain tops,
mounds, specially build towers). This is repeated at the other points. In
addition, one of the side of the triangle must be measured on the ground. In
the past this was done using some form of Gunter chain.

The combination of all these measurements allows position and distance to
be determined by calculation. The system can be extended using one of the
sides of the previously measured triangle as the baseline for the next in
what becomes a tessellation of interconnected triangles, a triangulation
network. The procedure can also be used to “breakdown” large triangles
into smaller ones.

The first surveyors were often soldiers. In British Columbia it was a
detachment of the Royal Engineers. Their main task was to survey and fix
the 49th parallel which, according to the Anglo-American Convention of
1818, was the border between two empires, one declared, the other de facto.
Apart from spending time organising property deals, they also laid out New
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Westminster which was intended to be—and for a time was—the capital of
British Columbia. They also created the road to the thriving settlement of
Vancouver and the ice-free Burrard Inlet situated slightly to the north-west.
But even civil surveyors were imperial foot soldiers — with notable
exceptions which serve to underline the contemporary possibility of taking
a more differentiated and sensitive position with regard to the original
inhabitants of the country but also points to their lack of long-term political
clout. Matthew Edney, acknowledging the active agency of surveyors and
mapmakers in the imperialist scheme of things underway on the other side
of the planet—involving the other Indians, as it were—goes on to point out:
“In short, triangulation-based surveys are rooted, like all other cartographic
practice, in cultural conceptions of space and in the politics of manipulating
spatial representations.”

In India the issue was not about
individual settlers acquiring title
to plots of land, but rather about
rationally

defining

and

standardising land ownership in
order to make tax assessments
based on the estimated level of
agricultural
administrative

production,
foundation

the
for

revenue extraction in its purest

form. In many regions the inhabitants of India had a long-established,
functional (and functioning) agricultural system which, prior to the British
annexation—and the arrival of a “free market economy”—also included
communal grain storage as an emergency back-up for periods of drought
and the resulting threat of famine, an institution Vattel explicitly approved
of for European governments. Thus one of the main differences between
east and west was that the inhabitants of North America were hunters and
gatherers and, when they engaged in cultivation, were not solely dependent
on their produce. It was a difference with dire consequences.
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Replicating Structures
It is tempting to leave the story here. In which case it would be just another
story about a colonial elsewhere, distanced in space and time, a story that,
as Herman Merrivale of the Colonial Office in London saw clearly, consists
of a series “of wretched details of ferocity and treachery”. However, since I
remembered reading a quotation from Thomas Spence’s “A Lecture read at
the Philosophical Society in Newcastle on Nov. 8th 1775, for the printing of
which the Society did the Author the Honour to expel him,” I immediately
wanted to find out if there were credible patterns present in the initiating
colonial culture. Landowners, says Spence, criticising the status quo:
“…can, by laws of their own making, oblige every living
creature to remove off his property (which to the great
distress of mankind, is too often put in execution); so of
consequence, were all the landholders to be of one mind, and
determined to take their properties into their own hands, all
the rest of mankind might go to heaven if they would, for
there would be no place found for them here.”

Chain Reaction 2010 (detail)

Spence was not engaged in idle philosophical speculation. What he asserted
was written in historical circumstances and conditions which continued
into mid-19th century England. He seemed to offer a way of considering the
background of those on the other side of the world who were so adamant
about issues relating to their racial superiority, fitness to inherit the earth
and security of tenure, in other words those whose instrumentalised racism
was, as Hugh Brody puts it, “relentless and purposeful.” Spence’s concerns
were related to the “commons” in England, communal rights of use of land
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– grazing, hunting, brick-making, firewood collecting etc. which had been
enjoyed by cottagers and villagers from time immemorial. They were being
systematically abrogated by privately-introduced parliamentary legislation
— passed, in the main, by the beneficiaries themselves wearing different
hats. At times the changes took place quietly and at others, as E.P.
Thompson has shown, it needed all the force of draconic laws creating
innumerable new capital offences (in at least two sense of the word) to
establish the new regime. As he points out, “The Hanoverian Whigs …were
a hard lot of men. And they remind us that stability, no less than revolution,
may have its own kind of terror”. With many of the traditional use rights
curtailed and a campaign of systematic enclosures of common land
underway, many of those who lived on, and from, the land lost their
independence and were forced into wage labour. According to those
benefiting most, this made for more “rational” land use while having the
added “benefit” of creating a tide of emigration to the cities to service the
growing industries there. It also started a stream of emigration to the
colonies that was to last into the twentieth century.

The situation in Scotland exhibits parallels. After the Jacobite rebellion in
1745 had been quashed, the military potential of the clan system—its
organisation was military in nature—was dismantled. The clansmen were
disarmed, the kilt forbidden, and the clan chiefs were turned into the sole
and absolute legal owners of the clan estates. The potential increase in
wealth represented by lucrative sheep farming, selling wool to the rapidlyexpanding and well-protected textile industry, proved too great for most
clan chiefs and the Highland Clearances that were the precondition for the
profitable business were the coercive motivation for many to leave their
homeland in search of land and security elsewhere.
The Peasant’s War in sixteenth century Germany exhibited many of the
same characteristics. Looking at those events from the other side of the
Atlantic, Lewis Hyde summarises: it was, he says, “the same war the
American Indians had to fight with the Europeans, a war against the
marketing of formerly inalienable properties. Whereas before a man could
fish in any stream and hunt in any forest, now he found there were
individuals who claimed to be owners of these commons. The basis of land
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Chain Reaction | Gunter Chain (66 feet/22 yards/20meters), car paint, padlocks, keys, red cable ties
Installation view in the former Kartographisches Institute, Vienna, 2010.

tenure had shifted. The medieval serf had been almost the opposite of a
property owner: the land owned him. . .he had an inalienable right to the
piece of land to which he was attached. . . A serf could not be removed from
his land, a tenant could be evicted. . .merely at the whim of the landlord.”
In short, the commodification of land and its concentration in a few hands
in a qualitatively different way than before.

Landscapes in the mind
The Enlightenment, which stimulated the growth of accurate land
measurement and scientific mapmaking also saw changes in the way the
land was depicted in paint. Landscape paintings and drawings began to
assume multiple functions and were no longer the theatrical, and almost
incidental, scenery for biblical stories and secular parables or the vehicles
for transporting topographical information, communicating the sites rather
than the sights. In a sense this is what Kenneth Clark was complaining of
when he stated that:
By the end of the seventeenth century the painting of light
had ceased to be an act of love and had become a trick. The
camera lucida was no longer an object of wonder, but an
habitual artist’s companion…In this strange Indian summer
of humanism man was so well satisfied with his own works
that he did not wish to look beyond them. Amongst his recent
creations was the mechanistic universe, which from having
been an exciting discovery had become a commonplace…No
wonder that landscape painting became mere picture-
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making according to certain formulas; and that fact was
confined to topography.”
The main point here is the assertion that landscape painting was drifting off
into routine reality, into a topographical straitjacket lacking in artistic
integrity and metaphorical power. There may be something to be said for
this position at a very specific point in time but it is certainly also true that
in Britain in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries landscapes—in the
form of paintings, drawings, prints and, later, photographs—took off as a
genre of mass appreciation as well as specialist admiration. It is probably
not a coincidence that this period coincides with the climax of the enclosure
movement, with limitations and reductions of use rights in land and the
general commodification of land. In addition, demand was stimulated by
travel literature, the visual accompaniment to the armchair journeys to
faraway and exotic lands. However modest, owning a landscape image was
a way of taking imaginary possession of the depicted land. In Europe that
might well be a small piece of an expanding empire. Landscapes in the form
of estate portraits were also a way of demonstrating actual ownership of the
land in a cultivated manner.
On the other side of the Atlantic landscape painting took on a form
appropriate to the scope and bent of the society generating it: the moving
panorama. During the period of westward expansion, the accession of Texas
as a state of the USA, the wars with Mexico, the dispute with the British
about the northern extent of the Oregon territory and a general acceptance
of “manifest destiny” as a political imperative, a number of people hit on the
idea of making pictures on the same scale as this continental acquisition.
These were the so-called “three and four mile paintings.” In 1846 John
Banvard, having spend a number of years on the Mississippi river in
pursuance of his dream, presented his four metre high painting of the
Mississippi from the confluence with the Missouri above St. Louis to the
Gulf of Mexico, a distance of around 1100 kilometres as the crow flies. The
painting was over a kilometre long and was presented moving slowly across
a stage—between two invisible rollers—to the accompaniment of a lecture
delivered by the artist. The journey took three successive evenings and the
movement was a close approximation of travelling in a Mississippi steam
boat. It can probably also be regarded as the precursor of present-day travel
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documentaries. Banvard toured not only the USA but also visited Canada
and Europe too, giving a command performance to Queen Victoria in
London. Others, such as Henry Lewis, followed in his footsteps with their
own versions of the Mississippi – including scenes with plantation slaves
and Indian warriors.
The development of Romantic/Picturesque theory also meant that apart
from this possessory relationship, landscapes might also evoke differing
emotional responses depending on the way they were coded. A picture of
mountainous terrain might invoke awe and a feeling of the sublime, a view
of the ruin of a once impressive building such as an abbey or castle might
cause shivers up the spine at the transience of life or perhaps elicit a more
measured melancholy. A landscape may even call to mind an (imaginary)
Golden Age of pastoral peace when cottagers were picturesque and not
plotting political unrest.
This ability to form landscapes in
the

mind,

to

see

land

and

landscape

through

bespoke

spectacles,

persists

unbroken

through

to

tourist taking

the

present. The

snapshots of the

beautiful, exotic, or historical
landscape ignoring (and often
ignorant of) the wider sociopolitical context does no less.

The Lie of the Land
Land grabbing is not just a phenomenon of the past though, it is alive and
well in the 21st century though in a mutated form. Characters clearly
recognizable from the historical accounts concerning countries subjected to
colonial rule—the corrupt government official speculating with a syndicate
of friends, the local figure entrusted with community land who successfully
converts it to his own, the company supported by government influence or
platoons of lawyers—are still present, especially in Africa and South
America. One figure is missing though, the settler.
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The situational dynamics have changed so that the settler’s role has been
conflated with investment capital and sovereignty over the land need no
longer be asserted as a necessary prerequisite for securing assets – though
it helps, as we see in the case of Iraq. Driven by Western desire to secure
resources (oil, minerals, timber, water etc.), the demand for agro-fuel
(produced from maize, oil palm, sugar cane, jatropha, etc.), or simply to
assure the supply of food for their customers/citizens, companies and
governments are engaged in buying and/or leasing large tracts of land
wherever it is potentially productive and, from their point of view, cheap.
Certainly not all foreign investment is bad though the workings of the
market do produce strange blooms – food insecure Ethiopia, for example,
with much arable land at its disposal, produces a major share of cut roses
for Europe (95% of the roses sold in the Netherlands, for example), with an
Indian company leading the market. At the same time lack of investment
capital and technical equipment force the country to be dependent on food
imports. At the same time charitable trusts (e.g. the Bill and Melinda Gates
Foundation) are pushing the development of agro-fuels as part of a ‘green
revolution’ though some (such as Mariam Mayat of the African Centre for
Biosafety) consider the effort as the spearhead of a corporate effort to open
up markets in Africa and remove control of land and production from
African hands and community-based systems.
Certainly those who are coming under most pressure are the middle-tosmall and subsistence farmers who often hold their land under a system of
traditional tenure derived from families, lineages, and communities or,
where the land is vested in the government, derive title from that source –
officially or unofficially. The issues are complex—agro-fuel for the local
market is not the same as agro-fuel for Western Europe with its recently
imposed targets; large scale food farming for national use is not the same as
production for the export market—but a major factor is that foreign
investors demand growth and security for their investment along with
security of title of any assets. This is often achieved, in the first place, by
bilateral treaty agreements at government level. These put the companies
on the same footing as nationals and regulate divestment and compensation
procedures. One paradox of these agreements is that they may, in fact, put
foreign investors in a better position than nationals allowing them to bypass national courts in any disputes and present their case in an
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international court or tribunal appointed to deal with treaty disputes. In the
second place, where land tenure is concerned, foreign interests often mesh
with those of centralized government, jointly pushing towards a centralized
system of commodified land ownership with clearly defined boundaries
(courtesy of GPS surveying technologies) and away from communal, multilevel use, negotiated, administered, and endorsed locally. Now, as then, a
major part of the problem lies in lack of consultation, power slippages away
from the periphery to the centre. Now, as then the periphery organizes to
resist dispossession without consultation. China’s attempt to land grab 1.5–
2.5 million hectares (5800–9650 sq. miles) in the Philippines and Daewoo’s
2008 attempted lease of half of Madagascar’s arable land for failed because
of protests. Even so, the arguments sound very similar to those used two
hundred years ago, namely that the land in question is waste land, marginal,
under used, unexplored, empty, all categories imposed by central
government ignoring complex uses ‘on the ground’ and arrogating the
rights to dispose of it as it sees fit.

Some specifics of place
In 1871 when British Columbia joined the Canadian Confederation, one of
the pre-conditions was that the Canadian Pacific Railway Company would
extend their line to the Pacific Coast. This eventually came to pass. In the
1880s, on Vancouver Island, Robert Dunsmuir founded a railway company.
Both the CPR and Dunsmuir’s company, the

Esquimalt and Nanaimo

Railway, received land grants—as one incentive amongst others—for their
efforts: 30km each side of the line. Dunsmuir’s deal also included mineral
rights as well. In his case this meant that the company owned around 20%
of the island which is about three-quarters the size of Switzerland, while the
CPR “owned” much of Vancouver.
With the arrival of the railway the city took on new importance and it is
significant that it was the CPR land commissioner, Lauchlan Hamilton, who
laid out the street grid for the city after its almost complete destruction by
fire in 1886. This was just after it had been incorporated. One of the first
pieces of business that the inaugural session of the newly-formed
Vancouver City Council dealt with, was a resolution proposing to designate
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a large area of land for recreational purposes (leaving enough time for the
friends of one of the aldermen to log the area).
They had their eye on a peninsula looking westwards to the Strait of
Georgia and eastwards up Burrard Inlet. Now it may be that the gentlemen
in question were motivated by municipal well-being but it is worth noting
that many of them had, or represented, interests in the remaining real
estate in the neighbourhood. Should the British Crown put 950 acres of
prime property on the market, their holdings and those of the CPR
(Lauchlan Hamilton, was a CPR employee and well as an alderman) would
have suffered. However if it was turned into a municipal park it would not
only increase the value of the remaining plots and provide a space for
middle class leisure occupations – sailing, cricket etc., it would increase the
attractiveness of Vancouver to potential outside investors. The area was
christened Stanley Park. But there was a one other problem. Some of the
area was inhabited. Apart from some Coast Salish people who had been
using the area (and Dead Man’s Island as a burial ground) since time
immemorial, the “park” was also home to a number of Chinese families,
European immigrants married to First Nation women, fisherman with
houses on stilts on the beach of Dead Man’s Island and, just across the inlet,
the Kanaka Ranch, a piece of land where Hawaiian men lived with First
Nation wives and their children.
The newspapers were induced to start a campaign against the “undesirable
squatters” and the “loose and disorderly sort of people”—terms that might
justifiably be used by the Coast Salish for the interlopers instigating the
campaign—and in the long term they were successful, using either legal
instruments, intimidation or, when forced, compensatory payments. The
legal cases are also interesting because they involve claims by many of the
occupants to title to the land on the basis of “adverse possession” (legal
requirement: proof 20-60 years of uninterrupted occupation). In these
cases the courts ruled that the oral testimony of Indians was not to be relied
on, a judicial way of silencing the land. Having succeeded in ridding the
area of Indians and mixed bloods the Parks Department suggested erecting
a fake Indian village as an attraction. Though this idea was never realised,
totem poles representing many Indian nations (but not those who had
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recently occupied that piece of land, they had no tradition of wood carving)
from all over British Columbia were erected.

Coming home to roost
The final picture of the series was taken not only in the proximity of the 49th
parallel like the others, but was made precisely on it. The meridian that
forms the border between Canada and the USA also runs through about
four kilometres of Austria. The stone marker is located in a pleasant forest
area near to a lake. The site is approximately 30 metres from where the Iron
Curtain hung across Europe until
1989,

making

it

relatively

inaccessible for almost half a
century. Prior to the First World
War there was no national border
here at all, the area being part of
the Habsburg Empire. The little
monument

also

marks

the

intersection with the 15° East
meridian, which makes it an
abstract chronological border –
one hour (UTC +1).

The post-midday July sun streams through the trees illuminating the forest
floor and reflecting off the little lake just beyond the border. Birds sing,
insects buzz, water bubbles over stones and a butterfly cuts its own erratic
and silent pathway through the air. The Austrian woods, that in two steps
would become Czech, are like a doll’s house version of British Columbia’s
temperate rainforest although both preclude the breadth and depth of
vision normally associated with landscape views. But the countries involved
in this triangulation network have another thing in common: the
instrumentalisation of difference and relative powerlessness for gain. This
often distilled down into racism. Standing among the sunbeams I have to
make an effort to conjure up the shades of those who were racially isolated,
refused their civil rights, stripped of their property and, if they were among
the fortunate few, managed to slip over the right border to safety. And on
the other side of the world it may be right that, as George Bowering put it,
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people in British Columbia think in terms of geography rather than history.
But it might just be that, in certain places at certain times, geography is
history.
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